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Abstract:

An automated system that provides feedback about aesthetic quality of facial pictures could be of great interest
for editing or selecting photos. Although image aesthetic quality assessment is a challenging task that requires
understanding of subjective notions, the proposed work shows that facial image quality can be estimated by
using low-level features only. This paper provides a method that can predict aesthetic quality scores of facial
images. 15 features that depict technical aspects of images such as contrast, sharpness or colorfulness are
computed on different image regions (face, eyes, mouth) and a machine learning algorithm is used to perform
classification and scoring. Relevant features and facial image areas are selected by a feature ranking technique,
increasing both classification and regression performance. Results are compared with recent works, and it is
shown that by using the proposed low-level feature set, the best state of the art results are obtained.

1

INTRODUCTION

Social psychological studies have shown that people
form impressions from facial appearance very quickly
(Willis and Todorov, 2006) and this makes facial picture selection crucial. With the widespread use of digital cameras and photo sharing applications, selecting the best picture of a particular person for a given
application is a time consuming challenge. Thus, a
system providing automatically feedback about image aesthetic quality would be an interesting and useful tool. Searching images automatically sorted with
respect to their aesthetic scores, editing images to enhance their visual appeal or selecting one particular
image among an entire collection would be simplified
for home users. The features used for automated computation have to be adapted to the considered application: profile pictures on social networks are different
from pictures presented in a professional purpose (resumes, visiting cards). In this work, only the general
aesthetic quality of facial images is considered, without taking facial expressions or beauty into account.

1.1

Previous Work

Various attempts have been made to solve automatic
aesthetic assessment in images. Different approaches
exist: (Marchesotti and Perronnin, 2012) explore features at pixel level whereas (Li et al., 2010) estimate
high-level attributes (smiles, eyes closeness) that can-

not directly be obtained by extracting visual data due
to the semantic gap between information contained
in pixels and human interpretation. Most of recent
works perform region of interest (ROI) extraction to
enhance their prediction results since different objects
locations, shapes or color compositions may change
the global aesthetic quality of an image (Datta et al.,
2006). ROI may be detected using sharpness estimation (Luo and Tang, 2008), saliency maps (Wong and
Low, 2009; Tong et al., 2010) or object detection (Viola and Jones, 2001).
The main approach for evaluating portraits aesthetic quality is characterized by computing a set of
features in the subject and background regions. Often,
features such as contrast, sharpness or color distribution are computed in addition to features that describe
subject-background relationship (Jiang et al., 2010;
Tang et al., 2013). Recent features that describe highlevel aspects of images have been developed: facial
expression, age and gender of the subject, hair and
skin colors, presence of beard, etc (Dhar et al., 2011).
At the best of our knowledge, little researches
have been done on pictures containing a single frontal
face (Males et al., 2013). Plus, there are no publicly available datasets containing facial images and
their aesthetic ratings, which makes comparison with
previous work difficult. In previous work (Lienhard
et al., 2014), we developed a method that segments
precisely the image (hair, shoulders, skin, background) and computed features in each region. The
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main result of this previous work is that facial area
is almost sufficient to describe efficiently the global
aesthetic of the picture. The proposed method defines
new image regions (eyes and mouth areas) and computes additional features that enhance the aesthetic
prediction performance.

1.2

Objectives

Aesthetic evaluation depends on image content, and
evaluating a landscape is different from judging a portrait, where the viewer focuses on the subject face.
That is why finding faces, and studying particular regions in the facial area (eyes, mouth) is important to
make a precise evaluation of portraiture aesthetics.
This article presents a method that achieves aesthetic quality assessment of facial images. 15 features are measured on the entire image and 3 regions:
face, eyes and mouth. Eyes and mouth have already
been considered for facial expression evaluation (Li
et al., 2010) and information related to these regions
is included in models that extract low-level features in
the entire image (Marchesotti and Perronnin, 2012).
However, computing global statistics such as contrast,
colorfulness or sharpness has not been done yet in
these particular areas. This article demonstrates that
adding relevant information related to these restricted
regions (eyes, mouth) produces equal or better performance than any other recent work in this domain. The
feature set is optimized by the Relief metric (RobnikŠikonja and Kononenko, 2003) and results are compared with 4 recent works focusing on frontal facial
pictures (Lienhard et al., 2014), portraits (Pogačnik
et al., 2012; Khan and Vogel, 2012) or pictures representing several persons (Li et al., 2010).
This paper is organized as follows. The overall
method is described in Section 2, including image
segmentation, feature computation and the learning
algorithm. Further analysis of relevant features and
regions is given in Section 3. Experiments and results
are reported in Section 4 and an application to picture
selection is given in 5. Conclusion and future work
are reported in Section 6.

2

PROPOSED METHOD

This work focuses on automated aesthetic assessment
of headshots, which are portraits cropped to the extremes of the target’s head and shoulders (see Figure
1). This section describes the datasets considered in
this work as well as the three steps of the rating algorithm: face and facial attributes detection, feature
extraction, automated aesthetic prediction.
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2.1

Datasets

Experiments are made on 3 different datasets.
HFS, for Human Face Scores, is described in (Lienhard et al., 2014) and contains 250 headshots that
have been gathered from several existing datasets and
private collections. More precisely, it contains a set of
7 different images of 20 persons, and 110 additional
images of different persons. Examples of images for
3 particular persons are given in Figure 1. Each image has been rated by 25 persons on a 1 to 6 scale
(6 means the highest quality). The ground truth is
considered to be the average score for each picture.
This dataset is used to validate the proposed method
in Section 4.1, and to evaluate the method for picture
selection of a given person in Section 5.

Figure 1: A set of 7 pictures of 3 different persons from the
HFS dataset.

FAVA, for Face Aesthetic Visual Analysis, is a subset
of the AVA database (Murray et al., 2012) containing
various images from which headshots are automatically extracted. More precisely, each picture is scored
from 1 to 10 by internet users (10 means the highest quality). This dataset is similar to the one used
in (Pogačnik et al., 2012) and will be used for comparison. As described in (Pogačnik et al., 2012), images with average scores (between 4.5 and 6.5) are
removed. Since our work is based on colored images,
black and white pictures are also removed, and the
final dataset contains 300 pictures.
Flicker is a website hosting a lot of pictures and portraits. (Li et al., 2010) created a dataset of 500 images
gathered on this website and scored by the Amazon
Mechanical Turk system. Each image is associated to
a ground truth score between 0 and 10 (10 means high
quality). Photos are either portraits or group portraits.
In this work, only the biggest face detected is considered in each picture, while (Li et al., 2010) consider
all the faces as well as the relationship between them
(distances, face pose and expressions).

LowLevelFeaturesforQualityAssessmentofFacialImages

Figure 2: Example of an image and its 4 regions.

2.2

Facial Attributes Segmentation

To locate the face area, bounding box detection is
performed by using Viola-Jones algorithm (Viola and
Jones, 2001) and the OpenCV library. Inside the face
region, observers are more likely to focus on eyes and
mouth, which provide information about the subject:
facial expressions, presence of make up, etc. The proposed method relies on the fact that decisive information about face image quality can be obtained by
computing features on eyes and mouth areas only.
In this work, each image is decomposed into the 4
regions described in Figure 2: entire image RA , face
area RB , eyes area RC and mouth area RD . Both eyes
are considered to be part of the same region. Eyes
and mouth areas are also detected by Viola-Jones algorithm.

2.3

Features Extraction

State of the art methods implement a lot of features
(76 in (Faria et al., 2013)) in order to assess aesthetic
quality of facial images. In this work, only 15 lowlevel features are considered. They consist in image
statistics that can be computed in each region. Thus,
each image is described by a set of 60 values (15 features in each of the 4 regions). Features correspond
to sharpness, illumination, contrast and color distribution measures. These categories have been chosen
in this work because they can be computed at the pixel
level and are close to human perception. The feature
list is given below.
Sharpness is evaluated by 3 different values: F1 ,
F2 , F3 . The first sharpness measure F1 is computed by using the blur estimation method described
in (Crete et al., 2007), which compares the difference
between an original image I and its low-pass filtered
version Ib . More precisely, gradients are measured in
I and in Ib : the greater the gradient differences between both images, the sharper the original image I.
Indeed, high differences mean that the original image has sharp edges, and loses a lot of its sharpness
through the filtering process. On the contrary, blurry

images do not change a lot after filtering. This method
appeared to be very discriminant in our previous work
(Lienhard et al., 2014).
Since a sharp facial picture contains high gradients located in the face region, the average gradient
value F2 is computed in each region. The size of the
bounding box containing 90% of the image gradients
F3 is calculated as described in (Ke et al., 2006).
Illumination is characterized by 2 values, F4 and
F5 , evaluated by the means of two channels: Value
V and Luminance L∗ (respectively from HSV and
L∗ a∗ b∗ color spaces). Both measures are considered
in several articles (Ke et al., 2006; Datta et al., 2006;
Pogačnik et al., 2012). They provide information
about the image global brightness if computed on the
entire image, or local brightness if computed on facial
regions. Combination of local and global measures
also give some indications about the brightness difference between face and non face regions, which influences our perception of aesthetics (Wong and Low,
2009; Khan and Vogel, 2012). Even if these values are
highly correlated, both are implemented and the less
discriminant measure will automatically be removed
by the feature selection process.
Contrast is measured by 4 values, from F6 to F9 .
Two of them correspond to the standard deviation of
V and L∗ (respectively F6 and F7 ). Then, the width of
the middle 90% mass of L∗ histogram F8 (Ke et al.,
2006; Wong and Low, 2009) and the Michelson contrast value F9 (Desnoyer and Wettergreen, 2010) are
computed. Michelson contrast is obtained by the ra∗ − L∗ )/(L∗ + L∗ ) where L∗
∗
tio (Lmax
max
max and Lmin
min
min
∗
are the highest and lowest L values in the considered
region.
Color information is extracted with the measurement of 6 values, from F10 to F15 . The Dark Channel (DC), introduced to perform haze removal (He
et al., 2010), provides information about sharpness
and colors. High values are related with dull colors or blurry areas. DC corresponds to a minimal filter applied on the RGB color space. Each
pixel p(i, j) of an image I is computed as follows:
p(i, j) = minc∈R,G,B (min(i0 , j0 )∈Ω(i, j) Ic (i0 , j0 )) where Ic
is a channel of I and Ω(i, j) corresponds to the 5 × 5
neighborhood of p(i, j). It has been shown that DC
evaluation helps to increase performance of image
aesthetic assessment (Tang et al., 2013). Since faces
are composed of area with low DC values (skin for example) and high DC values (eyes), the DC mean and
its standard deviation are considered (respectively F10
and F11 ).
Hue H and Saturation S standard deviations (from
HSV color space) are also computed (F12 to F13 ). The
number of different hues F14 in each area is an indica-
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tor of its complexity (Ke et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010).
Finally, the colorfulness measure F15 described in
(Hasler and Suesstrunk, 2003) is implemented, providing information about the mean and standard deviation of the channels a∗ and b∗ of L∗ a∗ b∗ color space.
In recent work (Aydin et al., 2014), it is shown that
F15 is highly correlated to the human perception of
colorfulness and that this measure is an indicator of
the overall image aesthetic quality.

2.4

Aesthetic Prediction

The learning task is performed by a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) for both categorization (separation
between low and high aesthetic quality images) and
regression (aesthetic quality rating). SVM provided
the best results in preliminary experiments. Other
methods like Random Forest or Neural Networks obtained good results, but slightly below SVM. OpenCV
SVM implementation (Chang and Lin, 2011) is used
with its default parameters and a Gaussian kernel. For
each experiment, a 10-fold cross validation is performed. This task is repeated 10 times to avoid sampling bias, and only average results are reported.
2-class categorization performance is measured
by the Good Classification Rate GCR = Nc /Nt . It is
the ratio between the number of images correctly classified Nc and the number of test images Nt . Regression performance is computed by Pearson’s correlation R. Let ŝn be the ground truth and sn the predicted
score of picture n. R is calculated by the formula:
Nt

R= s

Nt

∑ (ŝn − ŝ)¯ · (sn − s̄)
n=1
s
Nt

(1)

∑ (ŝn − ŝ)¯ 2 · ∑ (sn − s̄)2

n=1
Nt

Nt

ANALYSIS OF RELEVANT
FEATURES AND REGIONS

15 features and 4 regions (RA , RB , RC , RD ) are a priori considered. Finding the most discriminant couples
(Feature, Region) in the case of aesthetic quality estimation presents multiple advantages. First, it helps to
design more efficient metrics, adapted to the considered problem. It also enables to compute fewer features, reducing the implementation and computational
cost, and finally improving the overall accuracy of the
prediction.
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Feature and Region Selection

Some of the considered features may be more relevant when computed in limited regions only. For instance, facial images often have blurred background
and sharp edges in the face. Measuring each feature
inside all the regions may also add noise in the data
due to redundant or irrelevant values. Thus, selecting
the most discriminant features for a given area can enhance the prediction performance.
In this work, the 60 couples (Feature, Region) are
ranked using the Relief metric, implemented as described in (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003).
This metric provides feedback about the ability of
each couple to separate images with similar features
but different aesthetic quality scores. The idea is to
repeatedly consider an image i in the training set and
to find its nearest neighbors in the feature space. For
each neighbor k and feature f , a positive weight is
added to the Relief evaluation of f if images i and k
present both close scores and close values of f , and a
negative weight otherwise. Discriminant features end
up with high Relief evaluation.
Analysis of the features and regions retained by
this metric for the HFS dataset is given in Sections
3.2 and 3.3. In these sections, 2-class categorization
is performed by separating the dataset in 2 groups of
85 images with the lowest and the highest scores.

3.2

Influence of Features

The Relief metric is used to rank the features with respect to their ability to separate images with different
scores or aesthetic categories. In order to analyze the
contribution C of feature Fi without the region influence, the following formula is applied:

n=1

1
1
where ŝ¯ =
∑ ŝn and s̄ = Nt ∑ sn .
Nt n=1
n=1

3

3.1

D

C(Fi ) =

∑ Relie f (Fi , R j )

(2)

j=A

where Relie f (Fi , R j ) is the value obtained from the
Relief algorithm for the couple (Fi , R j ).
It can be observed in Table 1 that sharpness metrics are the most discriminant features (C(F1 ) = 0.45,
C(F2 ) = 0.29). Using only F1 on the HFS dataset,
GCR = 71%, which is already significantly above the
chance level (50%), but still below the performance
obtained by using the entire feature set (86.5%). By
adding the average gradient F2 , the GCR reaches
77.5%.
Dark Channel measures (F10 , F11 ) are the most
discriminant features in the color category (C(F10 ) =
0.15, C(F11 ) = 0.32), and combined to the sharpness measurements, a GCR of 82% is obtained, which
is close to the optimal performance obtained in this
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work. By adding the best measures from the illumination and contrast categories (respectively the mean
of the Value channel F4 and Michelson contrast F9 ),
GCR = 85.5%. This shows that for this example (HFS
and 2-class categorization), 6 measures are enough to
produce results just below optimal performance. Note
that these features (F1 , F2 , F4 , F9 , F10 , F11 ) produce
the same performance for regression than the entire
feature set (R = 0.71).

to choose the number of couples to keep in the final
model. This can be solved by performing preliminary
experiments, where the number of features is incremented until the optimal performance is reached. Results obtained by the optimal number of couples for
the 3 datasets are reported in Section 4.

Table 1: Each row, one or two features are added to the
model. Classification and Regression Performance (respectively CP and RP) are presented, as well as the Relief
weights for each feature (C(F )).

4.1

Addition of. . .

F1
F2
F10 , F11
F4 , F9
F1 to F15

3.3

CP (%)
71.0
77.5
82.0
85.5
86.5

RP (R)
0.50
0.55
0.64
0.71
0.71

C(F )
0.45
0.29
0.15, 0.32
0.16, 0.20
2.64

Influence of Image Regions

In this section the entire feature set is computed for
each considered region. Table 2 presents the results
for both 2-class categorization (85 images in each
category) and regression (250 images) for the HFS
dataset. It can be seen that computing features in the
very small area corresponding to the eyes is sufficient
to reproduce the results described in (Lienhard et al.,
2014). Plus, it is better to compute the 15 proposed
features in the eyes region than in the entire image for
both classification and regression, which is an interesting result since computing features in small regions
is much faster and thus can lead to real-time applications. This can be explained by the fact that if the
entire image is of low aesthetic quality, eyes are probably of low quality as well. And if the eyes region
is sharp, contrasted and well illuminated, it is almost
sufficient for evaluating a portrait as aesthetic.
Table 2: Influence of each image region, as well as the performance obtained by considering the entire set of regions.

Region

RA (Image)
RB (Face)
RC (Eyes)
RD (Mouth)
RA ,RB ,RC ,RD

Class. Perf. (%)
77.9
82.5
83.9
82.4
86.5

Reg. Perf. (R)
0.54
0.60
0.64
0.61
0.71

Finally, couples with the highest Relief values
are (F{1,2} , R{B,C,D} ): sharpness measures in the facial areas are the most discriminant values for aesthetic quality assessment. The remaining problem is

4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Validation of the Method

The performance evaluation of the proposed method
is done on HFS dataset. Two equally distributed
groups of pictures are created, containing respectively
images with the lowest and the highest scores. Each
group contains 125 images, the half of the dataset.
2-class categorization is performed and the average
True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate
(FPR) are shown in the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves presented in Figure 3. High TPR
means that most of good looking images are retrieved
while FPR represents the rate of poor looking images
predicted as good looking images.
Performance is measured by the Area Under the
Curve (AUC). Figure 3 shows that the proposed
features and regions are relevant since performance
is significantly better than the results obtained using only foreground/background segmentation (Usual
Method), with AUC = 0.87 instead of 0.83. Using the
combination of the best couples (R ,F ) obtained by
the Relief ranking, it is possible to increase the performance and obtain an AUC of 0.90. Performance in the
low recall area (FPR < 0.1) is promising, since it is
possible to retrieve about 70% of the good looking images while making only 10% of false detections. This
last result can be used in real life applications: some
good looking images are selected in a large database,
among which the user can manually choose the best
one.
By removing average images, which are difficult
to categorize as aesthetic or poor looking images, it
is possible to enhance the performance. This means
that erroneous classifications are mostly due to average images, which are neither good nor bad images.
Figure 3 shows that by removing 30% of average images, the AUC is 0.93.

4.2

Comparison with Previous Works

To compare the proposed method with previous work,
the experiments of (Li et al., 2010; Pogačnik et al.,
2012; Khan and Vogel, 2012; Lienhard et al., 2014)
are reproduced, using the same learning algorithms
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Table 3: Classification performance of Previous Work (PW)
is compared with the Proposed Method (PM).

(Li et al., 2010)
(Khan and Vogel, 2012)
(Pogačnik et al., 2012)
(Lienhard et al., 2014)

Figure 3: Proposed method achieves the best performance.
AUC can be increased by using feature selection or removing average pictures.

and databases with the proposed feature set. These
works use images containing both group pictures and
portraits (Li et al., 2010), only portraits (Pogačnik
et al., 2012; Khan and Vogel, 2012) or face portraits
(Lienhard et al., 2014). The method is first compared with previous works performing image categorization, then with works performing score prediction.

4.3

Comparison with Previous
Categorization Models

(Li et al., 2010) consider 500 images from the Flickr
dataset, which are separated in 5 classes with respect
to their ground truth aesthetic score. They perform 5class categorization and measure the Cross-Category
Error, which is a function of the error magnitude k:
CCE(k) =

1
Nt

Nt

∑ I (ĉi − ci = k)

(3)

i=1

where Nt is the number of test images, ĉi the ground
truth classification and ci the predicted classification
for the ith image. I represents the indicator function:
it takes the value 1 if ĉi − ci = k, and 0 if ĉi − ci 6= k.
They obtain 68% accuracy within one cross-category
error: (CCE(−1) + CCE(0) + CCE(1))/Nt = 0.68.
On the same dataset, using the same learning algorithm (a Gaussian-kernel SVM), the proposed method
achieves the same performance. It has to be noticed
that in this evaluation, only the biggest face is considered because the proposed method is adapted to headshots, not for group pictures. Several attributes related
to faces relationship in the group photo are not measured: (Li et al., 2010) show that high-level attributes
such as smiles or image composition (faces size and
positions) play an important role in the global aesthetic evaluation and including these attributes in the
proposed model may enhance the performance.
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Dataset
Flickr
Flickr
FAVA
HFS

PW
68%
64%
75%
84%

PM
68%
70%
81%
87%

Comparison with (Khan and Vogel, 2012) is possible using Li’s dataset and focusing on the 140 images
that are portraits of a single person. 3 out of their 7
features are similar to the proposed features (face illumination, contrast, brightness). They also include features relative to image composition (rule of third, face
position and size). Their best result for 2-class categorization corresponds to an accuracy of 63.5%, using
SVM classification and 10-fold cross validation. We
obtain better performance with the proposed feature
set: 69% without selection, 70% with the best feature
selection.
The work presented in (Pogačnik et al., 2012) is
compared using the FAVA dataset, which is very similar to the dataset used in their work: both are portraits extracted automatically from the AVA dataset
(Murray et al., 2012). Their 2-class categorization accuracy is 73.2%, using 71 various features: subject
position and size, compositional rules, distribution of
edges, color distribution, etc. Gaussian-kernel SVM
is used to perform 10-fold cross validation. Using
the Relief metric to enhance their results, they obtain
(74.8%). The proposed system obtains 81% of correct
classification (76.2% without feature selection).
Finally, the feature set and segmentation algorithm presented in (Lienhard et al., 2014) is tested
and compared with the proposed method. In previous
work, only 83.7% of good classification in the case
of 2-class categorization has been obtained, while the
proposed feature set produces an average of 86.5%.
Results developed in this section are summarized in
Table 3 and show a significant increase of the classification performance.

4.4

Comparison with Previous
Regression Models

Among the 4 works previously cited, only (Li et al.,
2010) and (Lienhard et al., 2014) performed aesthetic score prediction. (Li et al., 2010) calculated the
residual sum-of-squares error RSE to measure performance:
RSE =

1 Nt
∑ (Ŝi − Si )2
Nt − 1 i=1

(4)
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Figure 4: Comparison of the regression prediction obtained by a) (Lienhard et al., 2014), b) the proposed feature set and c)
the reduced set obtained by feature selection.

where Si is the ground truth score and Ŝi the predicted
score. They perform SVM regression to make score
prediction. Using the same dataset, their features lead
to RSE = 2.38 while the proposed method leads to
RSE = 2.15, which is slightly better.
In (Lienhard et al., 2014), performance is computed by Pearson’s correlation R. Using the proposed
method without feature selection, the correlation increases significantly from R = 0.61 to 0.71. Feature selection increases the performance to R = 0.74,
which is significantly higher than the results obtained
in our previous work. Figure 4 presents the point
clouds obtained after regression for (Lienhard et al.,
2014), the proposed feature set and the reduced set
obtained by feature ranking. A perfect prediction corresponds to a straight line (R = 1), and the proposed
method reaches R = 0.74 which is significantly better
than our previous work (R = 0.61).

5

APPLICATION TO PICTURE
SELECTION

Automated picture selection of a given person is a
practical example that may benefit from the proposed
method and its results. People may have hundreds of
pictures from which they want to select a small set
that is relevant for a given application: facebook profile picture, professional purposes like resumes, etc.
There are many attributes that are very discriminant
in the case of picture selection: is the person smiling
? Are the eyes open ? These attributes are partially encoded in our features (opened eyes mean more colors
and higher contrast in the eye region). However subjective judgments like emotions are not considered.
In most of picture selection problems, users are
likely to manually choose appealing images. By automatically selecting a small subset of images that are
already defined as appealing, it is possible to signifi-

Figure 5: 7 images of the same person represented by their
ground truth scores and automated aesthetic prediction.

cantly reduce the time spent on selection. The following experiment is made. First, the learning algorithm
is applied on the entire HFS dataset except for one
particular person (243 images are used for learning).
Then, prediction is made on the 7 images corresponding to the selected person. Figure 5 presents an example of image selection using the proposed method.
Using appropriate thresholds, it is possible to retain
automatically appealing images (pictures above the
blue line) or remove unsatisfying images (pictures below the red line).

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a framework to assess the aesthetic quality of frontal facial portraits has been proposed. Features are extracted in different face regions (entire
face, eyes, mouth) that contain the most relevant information about the portrait. Few pixel-level statistics
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are computed in each region and a substantial model
of portrait aesthetic estimation is proposed. Comparison between different methods of aesthetic scores
and categories prediction has been made, and performance of 4 recent works is significantly outperformed. The proposed feature selection process enhanced the overall prediction accuracy and the most
discriminant features and regions have been summarized. Improvements are still to be done to deal efficiently with rotated or occluded faces, and the framework can be generalized to other kind of images by
replacing the face detection process by any adapted
segmentation algorithm.
In the future, results may be enhanced by the addition of high-level features. More precisely, it would
be interesting to consider attributes such as gender,
age, facial expression, eyes and mouth closeness, etc.
These attributes are closer to human perception of facial aesthetics than low-level statistics and can help to
perform more specific evaluation, to match with consumer applications and to handle faces with glasses,
hats, make-up or facial hair.
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